"The Hunt" Update

Thanks to everyone who signed up for "The Hunt", ESS is donating the all proceeds to the Mustard Seed Food Bank.

The first person to die was André - Tiffany killed him right after she picked up her target envelope. She then proceeded to her next target: Kinman at 3am when he offered her a ride home after a late study session. Tiffany was then killed by Lisanne the following day. Minutes after her first kill, Lisanne took advantage of Tyler’s once helpful and cooperative nature by asking him to carry some boxes from the co-op office and shooting him in the back three steps out the door of the ELW - Tyler now holds a deep distrust for all and emerges only in the darkness to spit upon the cold hard world.

Meanwhile, Andrew sprayed Omar with his water bottle but then found out that it’s only a legitimate kill if he sprayed his target with the water gun. So, he sprayed Omar and Associate Dean, Fayez Gebali, while they were in the middle of a conversation too important for Omar to run.

After Yascha and Lisanne’s “he says she says” tale about Lisanne’s “first death”, Yascha did some research the same night and found out Lisanne’s personal schedule. The next day, he killed Lisanne after following her around the campus.

Since it is widely known, the all remaining competitors know who has who, here is the list of the participators and their kills:
- Julie: Status- Alive, Number of kills- 2
- Andrew: Status- Alive, Number of kills- 1
- Lu: Status- Alive, Number of kills- 1
- Yascha: Status- Alive, Number of kills- 1
- Sundeep: Status- Alive, Number of kills- 0
- Nikin: Status- Dead, Number of kills- 2
- Lisanne: Status- Dead, Number of kills- 2
- Tiffany: Status- Dead, Number of kills- 2
- Everyone else: 0

Contact the Fish Wrap by e-mail: fishwrap@engr.uvic.ca. Archived issues can also be found online at www.engr.uvic.ca/~fishwrap.
MINI-WEC
Saturday, July 16th

Mini-WEC is creeping up on us really quickly, so get ready to flash some of those engineering skills that you claim to have. Mini-Wec will be held in the ELW on July 16th. Bring your game face and a few friends to make a team (usually of four). Mini-WEC could be your ticket to a cheap trip and lot of fun.

Mini-WEC is a small-scale version of the Senior Team Design competition, and the winning team will be sent to compete at WEC 2006 January 18-22 in Calgary. In the team design competition, the teams are all given the same engineering problem and assortment of materials and have allotment of time complete the project and present (15-20 hours at WEC, less at Mini-WEC). Judging is based on the presentation, originality, efficiency, and feasibility, among others.

If you would like to attend WEC 2006 for another competition category (i.e., Corporate/Entrepreneurial Design, Extemporaneous Debate, Editorial Communications, Explanatory Communications) then contact VPX Kienan Hamm at essa-vpx@engr.uvic.ca. Also more detailed information about the competitions will be made available in the ESS Office.

PUB CRAWL
Friday, July 8th

This Friday the ESS is throwing our second pub crawl of the semester. If you missed the last one, get your tickets fast – tickets can be purchased in the ESS office (ELW A144). Also, our VPA Omar is now taking requests for karaoke (a duet with Nikin of the Sonny and Cher classic “I’ve Got You Babe” has already been noted).

The crawl kicks-off with a kegger at an undisclosed location (accessible by transit from UVic) and then will hit five pubs before the nights out. Full details and a map to the kegger will be posted on the ESS website ess.uvic.ca by Thursday.

$20 Ticket includes:
-Souvenir t-shirt
-Entrance to the kegger and cover at the stops
-Transportation between the kegger and pubs

FREE BBQ
Saturday, July 9th

The ESS is having a beach BBQ on Saturday, with free burgers until their gone. The details for this event will be posted on the ESS website ess.uvic.ca along with the rest of the pub crawl info.
FROM MISC BIN...

GRAD 2006 COMMITTEE

The ESS is still looking for volunteers to form the grad committee for 2006. Without a committee, grad will suck—no yearbooks, unorganized and fragmented grad parties, and getting iron ring sizing in on time will be difficult.

The Grad 2005 Committee was raised money through a grad pitch ‘n putt tournament last summer and a grad pub crawl in the spring. The also had volunteers working on sponsorship to subsidize the costs of yearbooks and grade parties. Of course, there is also the more mundane aspects like iron ring sizing, but there is a small computer application, that makes the data entry quite simple.

If you want to be a part of the grad committee e-mail Nikin at essa-prz@engr.uvic.ca.

Last Call for Engineering Fleeces!

If you want those engineering fleeces, this is your last chance to order them this semester. The deadline for the fleece order form is Thursday, July 14th. To order one or have questions about them, come in ESS and pick up a order form or ask Andre, the Director of Services: essa-srv@engr.uvic.ca.

Other Merchandise Available:
• UVic Engineering Pint Glasses
• “Will Engineer for Beer” T-Shirts
• UVic Engineering Hoodies
• Engineering Toques
Come by the ESS office to see all our items.

Last Weeks Contest Winners

The answers to the word scramble from the last Fish Wrap is:
1. Phasor
2. Wireless
3. Integration
4. Aeronautical

Congrats to Shawn Balding, Allen Lee and Treva Markle who answered all the word scrambles right. They won some pretty cool Superman Comics. To redeem your prize, come by the ESS and see Julie. You have a week to redeem your prize.

To see this week’s contest, please turn to page 5.

Top Ten... Rejected Characters for StarWars Episode 3
By Ireneo Sioson

10. Chancellor Palpitation
9. Oprah Wan Kenobi
8. Bubba Fetta Cheese
7. Darth Board
6. Pad Thai Amidala
5. Dubya The Hutt
4. General Electrix
3. Paris Hilton
2. Lambchop Calrissian
1. Han Threesome
ENTERTAINMENT...

The Life of the Party

Being a DJ is pretty cool, you get the chicks to smile and sweetly ask you to play their favorite songs. But being a good DJ is more than just playing music and watching girls dance.

A great DJ needs excellent coordinations and rhythm skills. They need to be able to count 4, 8, 16, 32, and at the most, 72 bars. They have to know their material very well and have the best tracks. DJs join record pools to get hip tracks that the pools supply before the material comes out to the public. Good coordination skills are also required for DJs to perform “tricks” such as scratching, beat juggling, and so forth. There are only a few seconds between tracks for DJs to switch records. So unlike rock bands, once the DJ comes in a beat late, the timing for the entire song is off. Professional DJs like DJ Shadow, DJ Crush and DJ Cam, who play turntables like their instruments, have to know every track and que. If they slip on one que, the rest of their tracks will be messed. For convenience purposes, these DJs put tapes on vinyls where they wish to sample and wear headphones to help que them in. There is a DJ, DJ Kid Koala from Montreal, who doesn’t need headphones and tunes his turntables to the instruments around him, but he’s truly gifted.

Like any job in the entertainment business, getting connected to the right people is very tough. To become a DJ, you start by playing in house parties and selling mixed tapes. Eventually, you build your name by putting on good shows and make people happy and of course, by having some luck by your side. Your job as a DJ is not to play the music you like, but to rock the crowd. You are paid to make other people happy, and make other people dance... Even when they can’t.

DJs have to keep track of a list of songs that they played that night for copyright purposes. The list is sent off to the DJ’s union to pay the artists that they have played that night. Most DJs get paid by the clubs they played. Popular DJs like DJ Shadow or DJ Crush get paid tens of thousands for approximately 45 minutes’ to an hour’s worth of work. Unlike regular club DJs, these DJs use their turntables as instruments playing only a few seconds from one record, and few seconds from another to make a completely different sound that even the composers would not recognize.

Coming into this new millennium, DJs are taking the place of new guitar players and forging the sounds of a new generation. So next time someone uses the term “DJ”, don’t just think of the person in the back, think of the person who moves the crowd and makes you dance.

Source: Dr. of Rock-Starology

Written by Julie Lan
## THIS AND THAT...

### Engineering Vs. Diarrhea

Being in engineering sucks, but so does having diarrhea. Below are some facts about both:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering</th>
<th>Diarrhea</th>
<th>Winner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Have a lifespan for about 6 years</td>
<td>Usually lasts for about a day or 2</td>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Have to deal with it everyday for 6 years</td>
<td>You can take pills to fix in a day</td>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Hard to meet girls</td>
<td>Girls don’t have to know that you</td>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Have to sit beside that smelly kid in class</td>
<td>The smelly person is yourself, and</td>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Have to deal with people that can’t teach</td>
<td>Have to deal with “dude, I only thought that I was going to fart!”</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. You have no spare time outside of school</td>
<td>You have no spare time outside of going to the can</td>
<td>Tie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Winner: Diarrhea**

Written by Julie Lan

### Contest of the Week

See how many words you can get from “Thevenin”. Winners will be the 3 people who got the most words out of it (slangs and names doesn’t count)


Drop it off at the ESS and make sure you put your name on it!

### Smelly Sweat? No Sweat!

When your body heats up from exercise, weather, and stress, your brain sends a message to your body that it’s overheating. This message travels to more than 2 million sweat glands in your skin, and that’s when they send out sweat in your skin’s surface. It is your body’s way to cool itself down.

The best way to prevent body odor is to drink water. Think of all the preservatives, spices and sugar that you consume every day. There are two main ways that your body gets rid of this junk: urinate it out or sweat it out. Your body needs water to filter out the unnecessary materials in your body. Pop and most juices will not help since it is filled with sugar, it will just make your body even more saturated. So unless you want all the waste that you consume to go through your pores (Which produces smelly sweats, body odor, and skin complications), drink water!

It is recommended to drink 1 to 1.5 liters of water daily but it depends on each individual. If you are a very active person, you need to constantly drink water. But if you’re a typical student that sits all day, around 1 liter of water is enough.

Sources: Written by Julie Lan

“Dao of Tetox” By Daniel Reid, Women’s Health Mag, Dec/Jan 2005, P.37